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Chapter 2311: Chapter 2307-knot 

 

“At 12 o’ clock in the afternoon, Zhao Yu held a walking stick in one hand and a lunch box in the other as 

he went to a Ward in Shanghai hospital. ” 

“As it was li liya’s ward, it was the best Ward in the hospital, and it was equipped with a doctor and 

nurses. ” 

“At that moment, there were many people in the large Ward. In addition to li liya’s friends and family, 

there were also lawyers and embassy staff. It was quite lively. ” 

“Everyone had heard about the dispute between li liya and Zhao Yu, so when he saw Zhao Yu come in, 

the lawyer in the suit immediately stood up and blocked Zhao Yu’s path! ” 

“””Get lost!”” Zhao Yu deliberately hit him with his shoulder, and the man immediately staggered. ” 

“””Eh?”” Zhao Yu’s rudeness immediately caused the crowd to criticize him. A woman who looked like a 

housekeeper said to Zhao Yu,””what do you want to do? You’re not welcome here!”” ” 

“””Yup!”” The lawyer stood up and was about to talk to Zhao Yu about his rights, but Zhao Yu 

deliberately nudged him with his walking stick, and the man fell on his back. ” 

“””Zhao Yu!”” Li liya finally panicked.””What do you want?”” ” 

“””Wahaha …”” Zhao Yu laughed madly. He put the lunch box on the table and said,””Miss Li, I’m here 

to bring you the black sand noodles. Try it!”” ” 

“””Hmph! I have no appetite!”” Li liya pouted.””If you still want to interrogate me, then please leave!”” 

” 

“””Don ‘t, don’ t!”” Zhao Yu opened the lunch box.””This was not done by an outsider. It was the 

manager of the green forest bar, the one who used to be a Malacca chef …”” ” 

“””Ah … The last time we encountered the robbers, he was so scared that he refused to do anything. I 

spent a lot of effort to make him make this bowl! ” 

“””Miss Li, I know you like this. Try it and see if it’s as authentic as before.”” ” 

“Suddenly hearing Zhao Yu mention the bar manager, li liya could not help but be stunned. The way she 

looked at Zhao Yu also changed. ” 

“””You …”” Li liya’s face darkened as she asked again,””what do you want?”” ” 

“””You see … This is quite a coincidence!”” Zhao Yu laughed,””Malacca chef … Those criminals were also 

fluent in Malacca dialect, so I suspect that … This bar manager might be in cahoots with the criminals!”” 

” 

“””Ah?”” Li liya’s expression changed immediately.””He … He was also bribed by the enemy?”” she 

asked in surprise. ” 



“””It might not be bribing,”” Zhao Yu said seriously.””It’s possible that the enemy had planted them! 

Don’t worry, I’ve got this son of a B * tch under control, but I hope Miss Li can provide us with some 

information about this person!”” ” 

“””Oh …”” ” 

Li liya hesitated for a moment before waving her hand at the others. They had no choice but to leave the 

ward. 

“Before everyone had completely left, li liya took the lead to clarify,”” ” 

“””Officer Zhao, I’m not familiar with the bar manager. He was arranged by my dad …”” ” 

“””I know, I know,”” Zhao Yu said, smiling.””I just want to ask, how long has this person been in the 

multi-millionaire’s building? What other jobs did he do before?”” ” 

“When Zhao Yu finished asking this question, all the people in the ward had left, and someone had 

closed the door. ” 

“In an instant, Zhao Yu and Li liya’s faces changed! ” 

“The two people’s four eyes met, and the air was instantly filled with a depressing atmosphere. ” 

“””What’s wrong?”” Li liya said with a straight face,””you still won’t let go of a dead person?”” ” 

“””No!”” Zhao Yu said,””this time, I’m here for a living person!”” ” 

“””A living person?”” Li liya had already sensed something and asked,””are you talking about … Me?”” ” 

“””I won’t say stupid things in front of smart people!”” Zhao Yu said,””you know that I’m a super 

detective. Do you really think that everything you’ve done can escape my eyes?”” ” 

“””You …”” Li liya frowned.””You … Are you treating me as a suspect?”” ” 

“””Hehehe …”” Zhao Yu laughed coldly, then suddenly showed a fierce face.””You’re wrong. I’m not 

treating you as a suspect. You’re my fan, so you should know what I’m doing! ” 

“””Since I’ve chosen to lay my cards on the table with you, it means that I’m not only suspicious of you, 

but I’ve already locked you in as a criminal!”” ” 

“””Ha … Haha …”” Li liya suddenly laughed.””Interesting. Great detective Zhao, you’ve really opened my 

eyes today!”” ” 

“””You actually … Suspect that … My dad was killed by the robbers. Do you think that I’m in cahoots with 

the robbers?”” ” 

“””Stop pretending …”” Zhao Yu said coldly.””I have to admit that your acting skills are really good. It’s a 

pity that you’re not interested in being a movie star. Otherwise, you would have won the Best Actor 

award a long time ago!”” ” 

“””Oh … No! She should be the movie queen. Yes, the movie queen …”” ” 



“””Good … Good … Good …”” Li liya shook her head and sighed. Then, she sat on the bed, opened her 

eyes wide, and said to Zhao Yu,””then let me admire your elegant demeanor, great detective Zhao!”” ” 

“””You’re too kind!”” Zhao Yu gently cupped his fists and said,””since Miss Li has requested it, then I 

won’t be polite! I’ll start with the first point!”” ” 

“Then, Zhao Yu took out his mobile phone and showed li liya the video and pictures that he had 

prepared in advance. ” 

“””I bet you didn’t expect that the thing that betrayed you would be such a small knot!”” Zhao Yu 

said,””take a good look at this. The knot that you tied for the patient in the movie is exactly the same as 

the one that the leader used to bandage his wound!”” ” 

“Li liya glanced at the phone. Although there was a slight change in her expression, she still said 

calmly,””””What’s wrong? Master detective? What do you mean by that? are you saying that I tied the 

knot for the criminal?”” ” 

“””Isn’t that so?”” Zhao Yu said,””I’ve looked into it. This knot is called the bailai knot. It’s a knot that the 

Malay people used to grow rubber trees!”” ” 

“””This kind of knot is almost lost now, Miss Li,”” Zhao Yu said.””Your Li family was founded by the 

rubber Garden. This kind of knot must have been taught to you by your grandfather when you were 

young, right?”” ” 

“””Wow, it’s amazing that you could even find out about this,”” li liya admitted.””I do know how to tie 

this knot, and I did learn it from my grandfather!”” ” 

“””The reason why I like to tie this knot is that it looks nice when tied, a little like a bow … ” 

“””But …”” She changed the topic and said,””you can’t say that I have an affair with a criminal just 

because of a small knot, right? Although there were very few people who knew how to tie this knot, it 

didn’t mean that there were none, right? ” 

“””Since the criminal has a grudge against my family, maybe he’s from the same hometown as me? Then 

it’s not surprising that he knows how to tie this kind of knot, right?”” ” 

“””Mm … Yes … That’s true,”” Zhao Yu said.””It’s not impossible. So … Miss Li, are you sure that you 

didn’t bandage the wound on the leader’s neck?”” ” 

“Upon hearing this, li liya suddenly hesitated. She seemed to realize that this might be a trap designed 

by Zhao Yu. ” 

“However, since she had already provided a confession, she finally nodded and said,””””Yeah, didn’t I 

say it before? I was hit by the robbers “”poisonous gas. When I woke up, I would have been saved!”” ” 

“””Good, good …”” Zhao Yu nodded with satisfaction, then looked through his phone and said,””in that 

case, I can show you the evidence! ” 

“””Let’s see how you’re going to quibble!!?”” ” 

 



Chapter 2312: Chapter 2308-evidence 

 

“””In criminal investigation, there’s a law of material exchange,”” Zhao Yu said seriously as he tapped on 

the screen of his mobile phone.””As long as the criminal has been in contact with the scene, there must 

be a material exchange!”” ” 

“””It’s Locar …”” Li liya corrected him.””Why do I feel like you’re wrong on purpose?”” she said. ” 

“””The name isn’t the main point,”” Zhao Yu said, squinting his eyes.””Take a good look! We found your 

fingerprints on the gauze wrapped around the leader’s neck! ” 

“””What else do you have to say? It was obvious that you were the one who bandaged the criminal’s 

wound!”” ” 

“””Wow, I thought you had made a big discovery!”” To his surprise, li liya said nonchalantly,””if I’m not 

wrong, the gauze used by the criminal was found in the first aid kit in the Presidential Suite, right? ” 

“””The Presidential Suite is where my father and I live. I’ve used the things inside many times. Is it 

strange that the gauze has my skin tissue?”” ” 

“””You used a first aid kit?”” Zhao Yu said,””that’s an emergency use. Why did you touch it?”” ” 

“””Is that any of your business?”” Li liya said,””that thing is in my room. It’s normal for my skin tissue to 

be on it!”” ” 

“””Mm … Okay …”” Zhao Yu said.””I knew you would quibble like this! Now, I can only use my ultimate 

killing move!”” ” 

“””Why do I feel like …”” Li liya taunted,””you’re going to do something stupid to me?”” ” 

“””You’re so humorous. The idiot is Cheng kui ‘an! * Cough * Zhao Yu continued,””don’t you think that 

you’ve already exposed your true nature? ” 

“””According to your pre-set character, you should be nervous, afraid, crying, and trembling now …”” ” 

“””Humans are complicated!”” Li liya said without changing her expression,””I only have one emotion 

right now, and that is anger! ” 

“””My father was killed by the robbers. Not only do you suspect my father, but you also accuse me of 

being an accomplice of the robbers. Just you wait, officer Zhao,”” li liya raised the corners of her mouth 

and said fiercely,””you will regret this!”” ” 

“””Don’t worry,”” Zhao Yu said with a faint smile.””I’ve said that I won’t let go until I see the rabbit. Take 

a good look. This is our witness!”” ” 

“Then, Zhao Yu opened a video recording and saw that there was a person whose head had been 

pixelated. ” 

“This person was dressed in a maintenance worker’s uniform, and his voice was also simply altered.”” ” 



“””Yes, the power was restored at that time,”” the man said to the camera.””I don’t know what the fault 

was! ” 

“””However, when I passed by the corridor, I saw something abnormal. There was blood on the floor, 

and a man was leaning against the wall, holding his neck … ” 

“””I was very far away, but my eyes were very good. I could see that the man was probably injured … Oh 

… That’s right, he was wearing a gas mask … ” 

“””I didn’t know what was going on at the time. I wanted to go to the front to take a look, but at that 

moment, I saw a woman walk out of the hotel room … ” 

“””The woman was wearing white clothes, long hair, and pink high heels … Um … There seemed to be 

blood on her body too … And in her hands … Um …”” ” 

Whoosh … 

“Zhao Yu was very sneaky. Just as the video was at a critical moment, he suddenly pressed the pause 

button. ” 

“””Miss Li, did you hear me?”” Zhao Yu said,””white shirt, long hair, pink high heels, isn’t that you? ” 

“””If you said that you’ve been unconscious in your room, then … Who is this woman?”” ” 

“””…”” Seeing Zhao Yu’s video, li liya’s expression changed slightly. She was not in a hurry to speak, but 

thought about it seriously, then said,””police officer Zhao, is this the witness you were talking about?”” ” 

“””This man is your building’s electrician,”” Zhao Yu said.””At that time, because there was a power 

failure on the top floor, he went up to check the power switch, so he accidentally saw this scene!”” ” 

“””A power outage?”” Li liya pinched her head and pretended to be in pain.””Was there a power outage 

at that time? How come I don’t remember anything?”” ” 

“””Acting, he’s acting again!”” Zhao Yu said,””so you’re also a face-changing master! Is there any 

meaning to it?”” ” 

“””Then … Since you don’t believe me and you have a witness,”” li liya said,””I’ll wait to confront this 

witness! I don’t understand why he would frame me like this? ” 

“””Officer Zhao, this person … Could he be your agent?”” ” 

“””Hmph!”” Zhao Yu snorted coldly,””li liya, li liya, you think you’re so smart, but I’ve seen many 

criminals like you!”” ” 

“Then, Zhao Yu turned on his phone and opened a new video. At the same time, he said to li liya, ” 

“””As the saying goes, there’s always a loophole in every hundred secrets. The more the criminals want 

to do things perfectly, the more accidents happen on their dates! “”What’s more …”” Zhao Yu said.””In 

your original plan, maybe I shouldn’t have been able to walk out of the multi-millionaire’s building alive, 

so you left a fatal flaw!”” ” 



“Then, Zhao Yu pressed the play button. When li liya saw the latest video, her calm face suddenly 

changed color … ” 

“The camera was on the ground, facing the door of the Presidential Suite. ” 

“At first, the camera was black, but then it suddenly lit up, as if someone had turned on the light switch, 

or as if there was a sudden call, the camera became a little clearer. ” 

“Then, a staggering figure appeared on the screen. It was a woman in white. Although the camera did 

not capture her face, one could tell at a glance that this person was Xuanji li liya! ” 

Whoosh … 

Zhao Yu pressed the pause button again at the critical moment and put his phone away. 

“””Miss Li, do you have anything else to say?”” Zhao Yu laughed hideously.””Let me introduce you!”” ” 

“As he spoke, he took out a white Bluetooth headset. ” 

“””You should know about this,”” Zhao Yu said.””After the criminals took control of me, they took my 

phone and this Bluetooth headset! ” 

“””However, this is not only a Bluetooth headset, but also a pinhole camera, which can record what I’m 

experiencing! ” 

“””If you don’t believe me, you can take a good look …”” ” 

“Then, Zhao Yu played the video that was taken by his Bluetooth headset, which included his meeting 

with rich man Li in the banquet hall, then meeting li liya and Li Qian, then following li liya to the green 

forest bar, and the ambush. All of these were clearly displayed. ” 

“””After the signal was cut off, its camera function did not stop …”” Zhao Yu continued to explain,””after 

a battle in the Presidential Suite, my mobile phone and this thing fell to the ground! ” 

“””But, the camera still managed to capture such an important scene. That scene is enough to prove 

that you walked out of the Presidential Suite before you were found by the rescue team. This is very 

inconsistent with your previous statement! ” 

“””You’re with the purple-masked criminal, and you helped him bandage his wound! Why are you doing 

this?”” ” 

“””…”” Li liya’s face darkened. Her cheeks twitched and she did not speak for a long time. However, 

after pondering for more than ten seconds, she gritted her teeth and said,””Zhao Yu, you’re just trying 

to trick me, right?”” ” 

“””What? I’m bluffing?”” Zhao Yu roared,””do you think we’re playing fight the landlord? I’ll blow you 

up?”” ” 

“””Hmph! You think I don’t know?”” Li liya pointed at Zhao Yu’s mobile phone and said,””if … This 

evidence is true, then … Why would you ask me about the black sand noodles? ” 



“””I’m afraid you’ve already brought me back to the police station for interrogation, right? Since you 

didn’t do that, you must be trying to trick me!”” ” 

“””Hahahaha …”” Zhao Yu laughed and shook his head.””Li liya, you’re still young! Aren’t you being too 

abstract when it comes to police investigation? ” 

“””Haven’t you heard of the saying “”using peaceful means before resorting to force””?”” ” 

“Then, Zhao Yu snapped his fingers, and more than ten police officers rushed in from outside the ward. ” 

 

Chapter 2313: Chapter 2308-secret exchange 

 

“It had to be said that when more than a dozen fully armed police officers rushed into the ward, li liya 

was indeed shocked. ” 

“””Miss Li liya,”” Zhao Yu took out the document that he had prepared earlier,””this is an emergency 

arrest warrant, the kind that is specially approved and accelerated. I’m not sure if you’ve seen it 

before?”” ” 

“””You … You …”” Li liya was so scared that her face turned pale and her lips trembled. She didn’t know 

what to say for a moment. ” 

“””You’re under arrest,”” Zhao Yu said.””Come with us to the Shanghai police station now!”” ” 

“””You … You …”” Li liya’s voice trembled as she said,””you really dare to arrest me … I’m warning you 

…”” ” 

“””You don’t have to warn me!”” Zhao Yu said seriously,””there are witnesses and physical evidence. 

We now have enough reason to suspect that you are related to the attack on the multi-millionaire’s 

building. Let’s go!”” ” 

“””We have everything in the police station, you don’t have to bring anything else …”” ” 

“Then, Zhao Yu took out his handcuffs and put them on li liya’s hands. ” 

“When the cold handcuffs were put on her hands, li liya shivered instinctively, as if she was not mentally 

prepared for what was happening in front of her. She suddenly collapsed on the bed. ” 

“Zhao Yu waved his hand, and a female police officer immediately came out and helped li liya down 

from the hospital bed. ” 

“””No… No, no, no…”” Li liya begged.””You … You must be mistaken!”” My father was killed by a 

criminal, so how could I be related to the criminal? ” 

“””Let me go, let me go …”” ” 

“However, the police officers ignored her pleas and immediately helped her out of the ward without 

even wearing her shoes … ” 



“””Hey…Heyheyhey …”” ” 

“When li liya was taken out of the ward by the police, li liya’s friends and relatives were all frightened. 

They did not expect that li liya would be taken away by the police all of a sudden. ” 

“””You … Are you crazy?”” Li liya’s lawyer stomped his feet and shouted,””do you know what the 

consequences of your actions are?”” ” 

“At first, the lawyer wanted to stop the police, but after seeing the police’s aggressive momentum and 

Zhao Yu’s angry glare, he didn’t dare to stop them. ” 

“””Miss, miss …”” At this time, only the housekeeper rushed to li liya’s side and grabbed her hand. ” 

“””Granny, alukali pile …”” In the end, when li liya saw the female Butler, she quickly held her hand and 

spoke a lot of words in her native language that she could not understand. ” 

“As she spoke too quickly, Zhao Yu was not prepared and didn’t have time to use the translation device. 

However, Zhao Yu saw li liya’s anxious look and could guess that she was probably shouting, ” 

“””Granny, save me, save me …”” ” 

“””Please let go …”” At this time, a female police officer who was escorting li liya stepped forward to 

stop them. She tried to pull their hands away and push the housekeeper away. ” 

“At first, Zhao Yu didn’t think much of it. It was normal for li liya to seek help from the housekeeper out 

of fear after being arrested. ” 

“This female Butler must have been close to li liya, so li liya treated her as a family member and asked 

her for help. ” 

“But, after a second or two, Zhao Yu suddenly realized that something was wrong! ” 

“Li liya’s fingers were constantly tapping on the housekeeper’s wrist, and there was obviously a certain 

rhythm and rhythm to her movements. ” 

“Although the housekeeper looked anxious, her hands were not idle. She was also rhythmically knocking 

on li liya’s arm! ” 

“””Ah!?”” ” 

Zhao Yu was shocked. They were clearly exchanging information! 

This female Butler … 

“Zhao Yu didn’t have much time to think, but quickly pointed at the housekeeper and shouted,””Hey! 

Don’t move!”” ” 

“With Zhao Yu’s shout, the scene was in chaos. ” 

“The police officers didn’t know what Zhao Yu meant, but his loud shout scared the housekeeper and Li 

liya so much that they both shivered. ” 

It’s broken! 



“After shouting, Zhao Yu realized that he had been too reckless! ” 

“That was because he was now at the back of the entire team, some distance away from li liya and the 

housekeeper. If he did not shout, he might be able to quietly go up and capture the housekeeper. ” 

“However, this roar was equivalent to giving the other party a reminder! ” 

“Sure enough, when the housekeeper saw Zhao Yu looking at her, her hands trembled slightly, and two 

daggers appeared from her sleeves! ” 

Whoosh … 

“With a knife in her left hand, she accurately stabbed the underarm of one of the female police officers 

who was holding li liya! ” 

Ah … 

“””Oh!”” The female police officer who was stabbed suddenly fell to the ground. The housekeeper 

kicked her hard and she fell to the ground … ” 

Whoosh … 

“Then, the housekeeper stabbed the other female police officer with the knife in her right hand! ” 

“The female police officer was really good. If she had let go and retreated, she could have avoided the 

knife. However, that would mean that li liya had been taken away by the housekeeper! ” 

“At this critical moment, the female police officer gritted her teeth and actually used her arm to block 

the sharp dagger … ” 

Whoosh … 

“The dagger stabbed the female police officer’s arm, but the female police officer pulled li liya back in 

her arms. ” 

“All of this happened in a flash, not even a second. When the dagger was deeply inserted into the 

policewoman’s arm, the other policemen behind her reacted and pulled out their guns. ” 

“At this time, the housekeeper’s appearance had long changed. Her movements were fierce, and her 

face was ferocious. One look and you could tell that she was a professionally trained assassin! ” 

“She wanted to pull the dagger out of the female police officer’s arm, but the strong female police 

officer fell to the ground, making it impossible for the housekeeper to pull it back. ” 

“Helplessly, the female Butler had no choice but to give up on the dagger in her right hand. At the same 

time, she also gave up on li liya. With the dagger in her left hand, she stepped sideways and rushed into 

the crowd in the blink of an eye! ” 

“At this time, there were already police officers aiming their guns at the housekeeper, but because there 

were many people in the corridor, they didn’t dare to shoot. They could only try their best to chase after 

the housekeeper … ” 

“””Qing! “”Xiao Li …”” Then, a police officer squatted down to check on the two female police officers. ” 



“The female police officer who had been stabbed in her underarm was in critical condition and could not 

speak. Although the other female police officer had a dagger in her arm, her life was not in danger. ” 

“””Quick …”” The female police officer, who had a knife in her arm, endured the pain and handed li liya, 

who was being held down in her arms, to her colleague … ” 

“The housekeeper’s movements were very agile. In the blink of an eye, she had passed through the 

crowd and arrived at the electric ladder. ” 

Ding dong … 

“Coincidentally, before the housekeeper could press the elevator button, the elevator door opened and 

a woman was about to walk out. ” 

“Coincidentally, the woman was none other than Zhao Yu’s mother-in-law, Xu Qin! ” 

“Xu Qin had just rushed over from the police station. She did not know what had happened here, so she 

was not prepared. ” 

“When the elevator door opened, she met the housekeeper. As they had met before, they quickly 

recognized each other. ” 

“Xu Qin was slightly taken aback. It was only then that she noticed the knife in the housekeeper’s hand, 

and the knife was still stained with blood … ” 

“””Eh?”” ” 

“Xu Qin subconsciously reached for her gun, but the housekeeper was as fast as the wind. She 

immediately drew a knife and hit Xu Qin’s wrist. ” 

“””Ah …”” ” 

“””Ah!”” Xu Qin cried out in shock. She felt a chill on her wrist, and blood was already flowing out. Her 

gun had also fallen to the ground. ” 

“At that moment, the police officers behind her had caught up. When the housekeeper saw this, she 

immediately came up with a plan. She strangled Xu Qin and held the shiny dagger to her neck … ” 

 

Chapter 2314: Who’s dead and who’s alive? 

 

“Xu Qin’s right arm was bleeding profusely, and her neck was being strangled by the housekeeper. ” 

“The moment the gun fell to the ground, the housekeeper saw an opportunity. She bent down to pick it 

up, but Xu Qin’s reaction was quick. She kicked the gun away! ” 

“In a fit of anger, the housekeeper immediately placed a dagger on Xu Qin’s neck. At the same time, the 

police had already rushed to the elevator door with their guns raised. ” 

“However, after seeing the housekeeper holding Xu Qin, no one dared to shoot rashly. ” 



“””Don’t move! Don’t move!”” The female Butler hid behind Xu Qin and spoke a standard line of 

nonsense in stiff Chinese.””Come any closer and I’ll kill her!!”” ” 

“In her excitement, the sharp dagger had already cut open Xu Qin’s skin, and blood flowed down from 

her neck … ” 

Ding dong … 

“The elevator door made a “”ding dong”” sound and was slowly closing. If it completely closed, Xu Qin 

would undoubtedly be in even more danger. ” 

“However, just as the elevator door was about to close, and there was only one person’s width left, a 

clear gunshot suddenly came from outside the elevator! ” 

Bang … 

The bullet passed through the elevator door and hit someone inside! 

Blood spurted out from the wound as the housekeeper felt her right leg bend and her body turn slightly 

to the side. The hand that was holding the dagger was more than ten centimeters away from Xu Qin’s 

neck … 

“At that moment, a second gunshot was heard from outside the elevator! ” 

Bang … 

“This time, the bullet once again passed through the closing elevator door and accurately hit the 

housekeeper’s hand that was holding the dagger! ” 

Pa … 

“Not only was the housekeeper’s palm pierced by the bullet, but because her palm was stacked on top 

of her shoulder, the bullet also grazed her shoulder after passing through her palm, causing blood to 

burst out again! ” 

Ah … 

“The housekeeper was shocked. To be more precise, she was scared. This fear had even surpassed her 

sense of pain. It was only when she fell back to the ground that she felt the heart-wrenching pain! ” 

Ah … 

The housekeeper raised her arm and saw that her palm was a blur. It seemed that one of her fingers had 

been sent flying. 

Ding dong … 

“With the sound of the doorbell, the elevator door finally closed. ” 

“””Oh …”” ” 

“The housekeeper gritted her teeth in pain, but this person had been strictly trained. Although her hand 

had been hit by a bullet, the dagger did not fall from her hand. ” 



“In the next second, the housekeeper endured the pain and thrust the knife at Xu Qin’s throat … ” 

“However, even though Xu Qin was injured and old, she was still a secret agent. ” 

“Her reaction was clearly much faster than the housekeeper ‘S. Just as the housekeeper raised her hand, 

Xu Qin pressed down on her wrist. Following that, she twisted her wrist and used her body’s strength 

and advantage to press down on it. The knife went straight for the housekeeper’s heart! ” 

“However, Xu Qin knew the importance of keeping this person alive. She immediately adjusted the 

position of the knife and stabbed it into the housekeeper’s shoulder! ” 

“The sharp knife quickly plunged into her shoulder, all the way to the hilt. Xu Qin could even feel the tip 

of the knife touching the floor of the elevator. ” 

“””Ah … Ah …”” ” 

“The housekeeper wailed in pain, but even so, her left hand was not idle. It fumbled around on the 

ground, trying to find the gun that Xu Qin had kicked away. ” 

“However, the gun was kicked too far away, and she didn’t catch anything. ” 

“At this moment, the elevator door was opened from the outside and the police officers swarmed in. 

They grabbed the housekeeper’s arms, grabbed her thighs, and handcuffed her. Very quickly, they had 

the housekeeper under control! ” 

“However, Xu Qin, who had been working on the anti-terrorism front line for a long time, was not in a 

hurry to check her own injuries. She quickly grabbed the housekeeper’s throat and shouted to her 

subordinates,”” ” 

“””Hurry up! Clamp your mouth!”” ” 

“Following Xu Qin’s order, a police officer took out a mechanical device that looked like an egg and 

stuffed it into the housekeeper’s mouth. ” 

“Then, they shook the mechanical device so that the housekeeper couldn’t close her mouth. ” 

They were obviously doing this to prevent the housekeeper from hiding a deadly poison in her mouth 

and to prevent her from taking poison to commit suicide … 

“””Wu … Wu …”” Although the housekeeper was already unable to move, she still struggled with all her 

might. Her red eyes looked as if they were about to explode! ” 

“Seeing this, Xu Qin immediately signaled to her subordinates. One of the agents took out a syringe and 

injected the man. ” 

“In less than ten seconds, the housekeeper could no longer hold on and fell unconscious … ” 

“””Hurry up!”” Xu Qin ordered,””don’t go to the police station yet. Do a full body examination in the 

hospital and see if there are any other devices or poisons on her body …”” ” 

“””Yes!”” The police detectives lifted the housekeeper up in a flurry and brought her to the ward … ” 



“””Also,”” Xu Qin walked out of the elevator and ordered another group,””investigate this person’s 

background immediately. Oh …”” ” 

“Because she was too excited, Xu Qin swung her arm, only to find that the wound on her arm was still 

bleeding. ” 

“””Senior officer!”” One of the agents said with concern,””quick, this is a hospital. I’ll take you to the 

wound …”” ” 

“””Mm …”” Xu Qin then remembered what had just happened and asked hurriedly,””who … Who was 

the one who fired the gun just now?”” ” 

“””It’s … It’s detective Zhao Yu!”” Someone answered,””I saw it clearly. It was Zhao Yu who fired the 

gun!”” ” 

“””Zhao Yu?”” Xu Qin clutched her arm and asked,””where … Where is he?”” ” 

“””Hmm …”” The agents looked around and said,””he was here just now.”” Eh? How come li liya is gone 

too?”” ” 

“””What?”” Xu Qin was shocked and asked hurriedly,””who can tell me what just happened? Why did li 

liya’s butler attack her … And … Where is li liya?”” ” 

“””Sir, Sir …”” At this time, one of the police officers who was in charge of escorting li liya quickly came 

forward to report,””li liya has been taken away by officer Zhao!”” ” 

“””He’s been taken away?”” Due to the excessive bleeding, Xu Qin’s face was pale.””Where did you take 

him?”” ” 

“””He’s been brought back to the ward!”” The police officer said,””only the two of them. Just now … He 

even told me to stay outside and not let anyone in!”” ” 

“””I guess … They’re probably going to interrogate her?”” ” 

“””What?”” Xu Qin’s eyes widened.””So, Zhao Yu fired two shots at the elevator just now, and then … 

He didn’t care who was dead between me and the woman, and turned around to interrogate li liya? ” 

“””This … Isn’t this too cool?”” ” 

…… 

“At the same time, in li liya’s ward. ” 

“Li liya was curled up on the bed. Because Zhao Yu had taken off her handcuffs, she had her arms 

around her shoulders, looking cold and trembling. ” 

“””Alright, you’ve been completely exposed,”” Zhao Yu said, looking at the young woman.””Now, tell me 

what happened!”” ” 

“Hearing Zhao Yu’s words, li liya hesitated for a long time, then said,””””I’ll apply for personal 

protection. If I tell you, you have to protect my safety. Also … I’ll apply for a release order. I don’t want 

to go to jail or have my assets frozen … ” 



“””I still want to live my old life. As long as you can promise me this, I will tell you everything I know!”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Zhao Yu laughed coldly.””It seems that, just like my deduction, you have a big fish above 

you!”” ” 

“””Alright!”” “”I don’t think so.”” Zhao Yu immediately agreed without thinking,””your protection should 

not be a problem, but as for whether you will go to jail or not, that will depend on the information you 

reveal!”” ” 

 

Chapter 2315: Chapter 2310-shuffling (1) 

 

“Of course, the truth was not as cool as Xu Qin thought. Zhao Yu couldn’t just fire a few shots and then 

ignore his mother-in-law’s life to interrogate li liya. ” 

“First of all, Zhao Yu used the enhanced version of the universal sight, which allowed him to make sure 

that his two shots were absolutely accurate and hit the criminal, and not the mother-in-law. ” 

“With the first shot, the bullet entered the elevator, grazed Xu Qin’s pants, and hit the outside of the 

housekeeper’s thigh. ” 

“That was the supporting leg of the housekeeper. After the housekeeper was shot, she would lose her 

center of gravity and tilt to the side. ” 

“As for the second shot, Zhao Yu could have aimed for the housekeeper’s forehead and killed her on the 

spot, but he didn’t do so. Instead, he aimed for the housekeeper’s palm, where she was holding the 

dagger. ” 

“Because Zhao Yu knew that the female housekeeper’s identity wasn’t simple, he had to keep her alive 

for interrogation. ” 

“The bullet pierced through the housekeeper’s palm and shattered her fingers. At the same time, it also 

hit her shoulder. Under such an attack, she would not be able to fight back and would no longer be a 

threat to her mother-in-law, Xu Qin. ” 

“Of course, even so, if he hadn’t confirmed his mother-in-law’s safety, Zhao Yu wouldn’t have dared to 

leave. ” 

“It was not until he saw with his own eyes that Xu Qin had managed to snatch the dagger and stab the 

housekeeper’s shoulder, and the police officers had swarmed her that he could finally turn around and 

leave … ” 

“On his way back to the corridor, he saw that the female police officer, who had been stabbed in the 

armpit by the housekeeper, was in a critical condition. He didn’t forget to use an invisible hemostat to 

stop the bleeding. ” 

“After using the device, Zhao Yu’s invisible hemostat had run out. ” 



“He knew that his mother-in-law and the other female police officer also needed to stop the bleeding, 

but their injuries were not fatal. Moreover, this was a hospital, so they would definitely be treated in 

time. ” 

“Moreover, his mother-in-law was very suspicious. If he used a hemostatic agent on her, it might attract 

suspicion. ” 

“After saving the female police officer who had been stabbed, the only thing that Zhao Yu was most 

concerned about was li liya’s confession! ” 

Zhao Yu’s countless experiences told him that the scene of the crime or the scene of the arrest in every 

criminal case was the easiest place to get the suspect to speak. 

“When the bloodied female Butler was carried out of the elevator by the agents, Zhao Yu could clearly 

see the changes in li liya’s expression. ” 

Li liya’s face was filled with fear and her eyes were dull. It was obvious that she had lost her 

psychological resistance. This was definitely the best time to interrogate her. 

How could Zhao Yu miss such a good opportunity? 

“If he were to wait until li liya was brought back to the police station, it would be difficult for her to 

speak after she had calmed down. ” 

“Then, Zhao Yu decided to strike while the iron was hot, and brought her back to the previous Ward for 

an on-site interrogation. ” 

“At that moment, Zhao Yu felt that li liya was not necessarily the mastermind. With her age and 

experience, there was no way she could have handled such a complicated operation. ” 

“Therefore, there must be an even more powerful figure behind her … ” 

“Because of this, Zhao Yu was not too surprised when li liya suddenly applied for personal protection. ” 

“On the contrary, he heaved a sigh of relief. Since li liya had already submitted an application, it meant 

that she had realized that she was in a bad situation and had the intention to confess. ” 

“””So …”” At this moment, Zhao Yu struck while the iron was hot and tried to persuade li liya,””we have 

to judge whether your request is reasonable according to the importance of the information you 

provide! ” 

“””If it’s really important to us, we can agree to your request …”” ” 

“””I know …”” Li liya gritted her teeth and said,””I promise that you will be interested in the information 

I provide! It concerns many interest groups, including Xi Wei and londee … There are many other things 

that even Xi Wei’s information doesn’t have …”” ” 

“””Oh … That’s good.”” Zhao Yu’s eyes flashed with shrewdness as he said,””don’t worry, at least the 

scientific weapon wasn’t released in the multi-millionaire’s building. So, your current situation isn’t 

beyond redemption.”” ” 

“””After our evaluation, we will definitely give you a satisfactory answer! ” 



“””However, if you want to seek personal protection and live your previous life, you have to show your 

sincerity now!”” Zhao Yu said,””at least, you have to explain the multi-millionaire’s building incident 

clearly, right?”” ” 

“””Alright!”” This time, li liya made up her mind. She nodded and said,””I’ll tell you now!”” ” 

“””Wait a minute …”” ” 

“Just as li liya was about to explain, Zhao Yu waved his hand warily. ” 

“After that, he carefully observed his surroundings. He first went to the window and drew the curtains, 

then carefully checked under the bed, the cupboard, the bathroom, and other places that could hide 

people. He then returned to li liya and said,”” ” 

“””Alright, you can speak now!”” Zhao Yu panted heavily and said,””in movies, accidents are more likely 

to happen at times like this. I have to be careful and not let such a melodramatic plot happen …”” ” 

“Zhao Yu seemed to be joking, but li liya did not relax at all. Instead, she felt extremely nervous. ” 

“””It’s okay … It’s okay …”” Zhao Yu quickly comforted her.””We have set up surveillance around the 

entire hospital, and we have done a risk assessment in advance. Our people are on the opposite 

building, so you can rest assured!”” ” 

“””Oh … Then …”” Li liya bit her lip and asked,””why did you draw the curtains?”” ” 

“””Just in case, just in case,”” Zhao Yu said seriously.””You know me. I’m so cautious that I’m afraid of 

myself! ” 

“””Alright, time is of the essence,”” Zhao Yu said.””The earlier you say it, the better it will be for you! 

Hurry up and tell me!”” ” 

“””Oh … Okay …”” Li liya had already made up her mind and said,””I just didn’t dare to say anything 

about what they did. Now … I finally … Finally don’t have to be afraid of anything anymore …”” ” 

“However, li liya’s tears started to fall after she said two sentences … ” 

“””They … Forced me to do that. If my father didn’t die, they would have done even more inhumane 

things!”” Li liya cried and complained,””officer Zhao … Actually, the requests they made were just to fool 

people and distract you. ” 

“””The real purpose of their attack on the multi-millionaire’s building was actually a reshuffling 

operation!”” ” 

“””Reshuffling operation …”” Zhao Yu had an idea. This was similar to his previous guess. He 

immediately said,””in other words, their real purpose is to use this incident to kill someone in the hall?”” 

” 

“””Right! You’re really … Very smart!”” Li liya said with a frown. ” 

“””Who is it?”” “”Who are they trying to kill?”” Zhao Yu asked. ” 



“Zhao Yu was, of course, curious about this question, as they had already investigated the background of 

all the guests who attended the charity banquet, but they had not found any obvious targets. ” 

“””I can’t answer this question for the time being!”” Li liya said,””you have to make sure that I can apply 

for personal protection!”” ” 

“””Alright,”” Zhao Yu laughed,””you’re not stupid! Then let’s start from the beginning!”” ” 

 

Chapter 2316: Shuffling (2) 

 

“””It all started when I was 14 years old …”” Li liya, who was next to the bed, lit a cigarette and said to 

Zhao Yu as she blew out the smoke,””I think … You should already know londee’s true identity, right? ” 

“””On the surface, he’s the richest man in the world, but in fact, he’s a Big Shot in the criminal world, a 

madman who tries to control the whole world with power and money! ” 

“””When I was 14 years old, londee was in Southeast Asia setting up his criminal empire. He needed to 

find some capable partners!”” Li liya touched her wound and said,””at that time, my father’s business 

was suppressed by his peers and he encountered an unprecedented setback. ” 

“””So, my father was quickly chosen by londee … ” 

“””Actually … Even though he was chosen, he had no other choice …”” Li liya said.””Londee’s influence is 

like the sun at its zenith. No one dares to offend him! ” 

“””Even after my father found out about londee’s true colors, he never dared to disobey him! That’s 

because my father knew that there was only one outcome for betraying londee, and that was death!”” ” 

“””Your father …”” Zhao Yu asked,””what did he help them do?”” ” 

“””Well …”” Li liya hesitated for a moment, but finally said,””I’ve done … A lot of things, and I’m very 

dirty …”” ” 

“””Suppressing companies in the same industry, interfering with domestic politics, assassinating 

competitors, creating man-made disasters, creating panic, controlling the economic market, reselling 

weapons, trafficking drugs, human trafficking, and so on …”” Li liya closed her eyes and said,””as long as 

you can think of it, they will do it!”” ” 

“””These … Are you going to let Mr. Li do it?”” Zhao Yu asked,””Mr. Li is that capable?”” ” 

“””Of course not,”” li liya said.””You saw those people with paint on their faces in the multi-millionaire’s 

building. They are the legendary black-faced Yakshas! ” 

“””They’ve all died before and no longer have any identities. They’re Special Agent kamikaze soldiers 

that londee spent a lot of money and time to train. Not only are they proficient in assassination, but 

they’re also skilled in various skills. They’re very efficient and can complete many unimaginable 

missions!”” ” 



Oh … 

“Zhao Yu nodded to himself. It seemed that the chieftain was right, that group of people were really 

Yakshas. ” 

“””The things that I’ve mentioned earlier were basically done by them!”” Li liya continued,””my father’s 

mission is to help them clean up, such as bribery, money laundering, and erasing traces … ” 

“””In those years, my father cooperated very well with them. He did … Did a lot of things. ” 

“””For example … The poison gas leakage incident at the simolanka factory, the plague Indonesia’s 

Huansha Island, the left gate air crash, the sahavia cruise ship sinking, the Hadari mine collapsing … And 

so on …”” Li liya took a deep puff of her cigarette and said excitedly,””these things were all done by 

them! ” 

“””The Yakshas are very professional. Every time they take action, they find a scapegoat in advance, so 

no one has ever discovered them. ” 

“””Londee’s actions may seem unrelated to money at times, and may even be inexplicable. However, his 

ultimate goal is to earn economic profits that ordinary people can’t even imagine! ” 

“””Londee used these incidents as a bargaining chip and injected his funds into every corner of 

Southeast Asia. Like a spider web, he controlled the entire Southeast Asia … ” 

“””Whoever dares to resist will be the first unlucky one to be beaten until there’s no skin on their body, 

and they’ll be better off dead! ” 

“””My father, to put it bluntly, is the cleaner who helped londee clean up that large net.”” Li liya 

said,””however, I have to say that although londee is radical, he is meticulous and a criminal genius. ” 

“””He’s better at making use of others, so you can only listen to him unconditionally … ” 

“””AI!”” Li liya sighed and said,””at first, my father naively thought that londee would treat him as one 

of his own after he had served him for so many years, but … ” 

“””That’s just his own wishful thinking! In londee’s eyes, there were only benefits. Once you lost your 

value, you would definitely become a target for him to get rid of … ” 

“””So … All these years,”” li liya said sadly,””although our family has been doing well, we have been 

walking on thin ice … ” 

“””My father did not dare to disobey any of londee’s requests. He had to complete them 100%… ” 

“…””It was not bad. Although he lived in fear and trepidation all those years, my father persevered and 

didn’t make any mistakes. ” 

“””And it was precisely because my father was of great value that londee protected him. He did not let 

my father’s name be linked to any terrorist incident … ” 

“””In the eyes of outsiders, our family is pure and innocent …”” ” 



“””So, at that time, you …”” Zhao Yu asked curiously,””already knew what your father was doing? How 

do you know so much about it?”” ” 

“””Probably when I was 19!”” Li liya said,””I also accidentally discovered my father’s Secret. My father 

was worried that it would arouse londee’s suspicion, so he simply let me join in! ” 

“””But, coincidentally, something happened to londee that year … He disappeared for no reason …”” ” 

Oh … 

Zhao Yu calculated the time. It seemed like Xi Wei had kidnapped londee to the house of sins at that 

time. 

“””During that time, my father lost contact with londee,”” li liya said,””he never received any more 

missions … ” 

“””In my opinion, that period of time was the happiest and most carefree period of my father’s life. 

Perhaps it was because he had done so many immoral things, so he became obsessed with charity, 

wanting to atone for his sins … ” 

“””However, good times don’t last long. After less than two years …”” Li liya said,””Xi Wei came looking 

for us!”” ” 

Oh? 

Zhao Yu was surprised. He did not expect Xi Wei to suddenly appear. 

What role did Xi Wei play in this matter? 

“””Xi Wei threatened my father and got my father to do something for him, and he did the same thing 

as londee, so …”” Li liya continued,””only then did we understand that the owner might have changed 

hands! ” 

“””However, in the face of an equally powerful enemy, we didn’t dare to be angry or speak up. We could 

only cooperate with him and help him do some things …”” ” 

“””Oh?”” Zhao Yu asked,””Yaksha, wasn’t londee the one who trained him? Don’t tell me…They’re 

following Xi Wei?”” ” 

“””No!”” Li liya shook her head and said,””the Yakshas are the scariest. They are all spirits. Ever since 

londee disappeared, my father had no way of contacting them! ” 

“””I guess, he’s probably investigating londee’s disappearance …”” ” 

“””That is to say …”” Zhao Yu asked,””when you were working with Xi Wei, you didn’t use Yakshas? Then 

… Who did you use?”” ” 

“””Yes, he used my father’s own people!”” Li liya said,””over the years, my father has also trained a 

group of talents based on the Yaksha. ” 

“””Although the difference in strength is too great, I can basically handle some not too complicated 

missions … ” 



“””From the feel of it, Xi Wei is slightly better than the radical londee,”” li liya said,””so, our cooperation 

is still considered smooth, but what surprised us was … ” 

“””We’ve only worked with this new boss for a short time, and Xi Wei … Is dead too!!!”” ” 

 

Chapter 2317: Chapter 2312-shuffling (2) 

 

Oh … 

“As Zhao Yu listened to li liya’s confession, he carefully observed her expression and thought over every 

word she said. ” 

“””But who would have thought …”” Li liya snuffed out the cigarette and closed her eyes.””Xi Wei is 

dead, and londee is back! ” 

“””At that time, we found out that londee was not dead. He was only imprisoned by Xi Wei … ” 

“””Londee did not contact my father directly. Instead, he sent the Yaksha who had disappeared for 

many years to bring a message to my father and me …”” Li liya said.””Londee told us that he would 

come back to look for us after he was done with the important matters at hand … ” 

“””In the end … Another unexpected thing happened. Londee actually died too!”” ” 

“Zhao Yu frowned slightly, as it did sound a little weird. ” 

“””Tell me the truth!”” Li liya said,””after knowing that londee was dead, my father and I were both 

relieved! ” 

“””We understand londee’s methods and character. Although he is already old, once he returns, he will 

definitely go from bad to worse. From then on, he will have to live his life in fear again … ” 

“””Actually …”” Li liya was a heavy smoker. She lit another cigarette and continued,””we’re really tired 

of those terrible things …”” ” 

“””I really don’t understand. Londee already has everything, but what is he still pursuing after his entire 

life?”” ” 

“””Since londee is dead …”” Zhao Yu couldn’t help but have some doubts.””Then, you guys … Why did 

you guys still want to get involved in the multi-millionaire’s building incident?”” ” 

“””We … Of course we don’t want to … But, what choice do we have?”” Li liya took a deep puff and 

looked helpless again. ” 

“””You mean …”” Zhao Yu said,””the incident at the multi-millionaire’s building was ordered by the 

Yaksha?”” ” 

“””No!”” Li liya hesitated for a full ten seconds, then told Zhao Yu,””londee is dead, but the matter is not 

over yet! ” 



“””When the Yakshas found us again, we finally found out that … Someone had already succeeded 

londee’s position, and … This successor was someone as ambitious as londee!”” ” 

“””It can’t be?”” Zhao Yu pinched his chin and asked,””this person, who is he?”” ” 

“Li liya shook her head indifferently.””I don’t know either. However, just from this incident, I can feel 

that this successor not only has the same ambitions as londee, but his methods are even more 

extreme!”” ” 

“””Oh?”” “”What is it?”” Zhao Yu asked. ” 

“””The man you killed with purple paint on his face was one of the leaders of the Yakshas!”” Li liya 

said,””no one knows his name. My father gave him a code name, Dragon King! ” 

“””This person is the main contact in charge of our cooperation in the Yaksha organization,”” li liya 

introduced.””He first looked for my father and me and conveyed the order of the successor to us. ” 

“””He briefly explained the current situation to us. He told us that londee’s successor wants to carry out 

a major cleansing of the entire system, which is the reshuffling I told you about! ” 

“””That’s because, after Xi Wei took control of londee, he obtained too many secrets about us from 

londee. And these secrets, the possibility of them being exposed is very high. ” 

“””Therefore, they have to carry out a Great Purge to ensure that this huge criminal empire can 

continue to operate safely! ” 

“””So …”” Li liya said bitterly,””they asked us to attack the multi-millionaire’s building together, and then 

use this incident to kill those who used to work with my father and might be exposed!”” ” 

“””This way, we can start over again!”” ” 

Oh … 

Zhao Yu finally understood why he couldn’t find any obvious murder targets among the guests who had 

attended the charity banquet! 

It turned out that he had guessed the wrong direction. 

“He thought that the people that rich man Li wanted to kill were his competitors, but he didn’t expect 

that he wanted to kill his business partners! ” 

“””Just like before,”” li liya said.””My father and I hesitated, but in the end, we accepted the order 

unconditionally! ” 

“””We know how terrifying Yakshas are. If even Yakshas listen to their successors, we don’t dare to take 

the risk … ” 

“””So, that night, we studied the specific plan with the Dragon King,”” li liya said.””In order to show his 

strength, the successor specially arranged a virus weapon! ” 

“””Our original plan was to carry out a terrorist attack in a multi-millionaire’s building. In the attack, my 

father and I would become hostages of the criminals. ” 



“””Then … They’ll release a virus in the banquet hall and kill our targets along with the other guests in 

the hall … ” 

“””Before that, my father will arrange for some new security guards to enter the building and use them 

as scapegoats! ” 

“””This way, we can achieve the purpose of shuffling the cards without arousing the police’s suspicion! 

Just like … How we used to work together … ” 

“””At that time, I was thinking that if we really reshuffled successfully, maybe we would have a better 

life in the future. But I didn’t expect that I was still too naive! ” 

“””After we finalized the plan,”” li liya said with a pained expression,””one night, the Dragon King 

appeared in front of my bed in my bedroom … ” 

“””He told me that my father was also on the reshuffling list. He said that my father would die in the 

multi-millionaire’s building …”” ” 

“At this point, li liya’s tears once again fell uncontrollably. ” 

“””He said that my father had worked with Xi Wei before. His name must have appeared in Xi Wei’s 

information,”” li liya recalled painfully.””So, only if my father dies in this incident can we be completely 

cleared of suspicion!”” ” 

Wow … 

Zhao Yu frowned and felt his heart tremble. He didn’t expect that li liya had already known that rich man 

Li would be beaten to death by the robbers. 

Wasn’t this … Too cruel? 

“””I was so scared that my mind went blank!”” Li liya trembled as she said,””the Dragon King told me 

that after my father’s death, I would inherit his position and become the new leader of Southeast Asia. I 

would continue to work with them … ” 

“””If I don’t agree, then my father won’t be the only one to die. The entire Li family will be on the list of 

existences to be wiped out, and there will be no descendants left …”” ” 

“Li liya sobbed a few times and said,””this is the first time in my life that I’ve faced such a difficult 

choice, but it’s still the same as before. My choice is not a choice at all. I don’t have any room for 

choice!”” ” 

“””Resistance means death. If I don’t listen to their orders, the entire Li family will be finished. This kind 

of thing … It’s not like they haven’t done it before! ” 

“””I … I really didn’t have a choice. I had no choice …”” Li liya sighed in grief and indignation.””I could 

only watch as my father was beaten to death by them …”” ” 

 

Chapter 2318: The most terrifying person 



 

“””Wuwu … I can’t do anything … I really can’t do anything … Wuwu …”” Li liya cried in despair, and the 

cigarette that was smoking fell to the ground … ” 

“Zhao Yu crushed it with one foot and asked,””””What happened after that? Tell me what happened at 

the end of the multi-millionaire’s building!”” ” 

“””Well …”” Li liya covered her face and calmed down, then continued,””after I promised them, our plan 

began to prepare step by step. ” 

“””My father first recruited those security guards through various channels. After that, he started to 

prepare for the charity dinner at the multi-millionaire’s building and sent out invitations to the guests … 

” 

“””Also … They know that the control here is very strict, so the only way to transport the virus weapon is 

through my father’s own port. ” 

“””In order to get rid of suspicion, they had to make the scene look like a robbery. ” 

“””And … In order to intimidate you, they released the news in advance to attract the attention of your 

counter-terrorism unit. ” 

“””They even left a small jar of the virus on the scene on purpose to prove that the virus weapon was 

the real deal! ” 

‘F * ck …’ 

“Hearing this, Zhao Yu could not help but curse. How could his mother-in-law, Xu Qin, not tell him such 

an important piece of news? ” 

“It was no wonder that when the criminals threatened them, Xu Qin and the others would agree to their 

conditions so easily! It turned out that she had already known that the virus weapon was real! ” 

“””The original plan did not include you!”” Li liya continued,””you’re an accident, but we didn’t expect 

that your accident would mess up all our plans. And … And … Sigh …”” ” 

Oh? 

Zhao Yu squinted his eyes. He realized that li liya’s confession had reached the most important part. 

“””Your sudden appearance made us realize that we have attracted your attention,”” li liya 

continued.””If I’m not wrong, the purpose of your appearance is likely to be to investigate my father. ” 

“””From this, we can conclude that you have already gotten hold of information on Xi Wei, so …”” Li liya 

continued,””our plan has to be carried out as soon as possible. We also have to drag you into this so that 

you can appear at the multi-millionaire’s building on the day of the operation …”” ” 

Oh … 

Zhao Yu then understood something. There was a reason why tycoon li had taken the initiative to get 

close to him and invited him to the charity dinner. 



“””You were right, they didn’t want you to walk out of the building alive!!”” Li liya continued,””the 

Dragon King said that they want to use you to negotiate with the anti-fear group to delay time. ” 

“””In fact, they just want to get information from you and force you to tell them the details of Chi Wei’s 

death and londee’s murder. Although the Dragon King and the others have received information about 

these matters, it is not detailed. ” 

“””And …”” Li liya continued,””the Dragon King knows that you had important contact with Xi Wei, 

londee, and the others, especially in the evil lair in Africa. The person who really saved londee from that 

place was you!!! ” 

“””They also know that you had an ambiguous relationship with Xi Wei’s daughter, so they wanted to 

use you to obtain more detailed information! ” 

“””And after you tell them this information, you will be killed by them! ” 

“””Although you saved londee’s life, londee’s death was directly related to you. No matter what, they 

will not let you Live!”” ” 

“Oh, oh … ” 

Zhao Yu pouted and sighed. It seemed that his previous guess was right. This group of people would 

definitely not let him go! 

“””Since you treated me as a dead person from the beginning,”” Zhao Yu said,””why did you put on an 

act for me in the Presidential Suite? ” 

“””At that time, why were you still acting tough? Can you finally reveal your true self?”” ” 

“””You’re so uncivilized,”” li liya said.””You’re wrong. The show is not for you, but for Li Qian!”” ” 

“””Oh?”” Zhao Yu’s reaction was quick, and he immediately understood what she meant. ” 

“””We want Li Qian to witness all of this with her own eyes. We want her to see my father and you, the 

crazy detective, be killed on the spot!”” Li liya said,””I’m also using her to prove my innocence!”” ” 

“””So …”” Zhao Yu said.””You deliberately invited Li Qian and me to the green forest bar, and then 

willingly took us hostage to force me to surrender?”” ” 

“””It’s a little more complicated,”” li liya said.””Li Qian wasn’t on the guest list at first. I deliberately 

invited her over after I found out that she had interacted with you!”” ” 

Zhao Yu sighed in his heart. He had never expected that even Li Qian had been used by them. 

“””Then …”” Zhao Yu pondered for a moment, then asked,””what about the female assassin? What role 

does she play in this?”” ” 

“””He’s acting …”” Li liya said without thinking,””acting as another accident!”” ” 

“””Oh?”” Zhao Yu was shocked.””Is it really…Just an accident?”” ” 

“””Otherwise what?”” Li liya touched her chest and said,””do you think I would arrange for a female 

assassin to let her throwing knife Pierce my chest? You almost took my life?”” ” 



“””At that time … The female Assassin’s throwing knife was aimed at your father!”” Zhao Yu 

said,””stabbing you was just an accident!”” ” 

“””Yup!”” Li liya said,””that’s even more impossible. Our plan is all ready. How can we arrange an 

assassin to kill my father in advance? ” 

“””My father was assassinated a day in advance. Doesn’t that mean our charity banquet is ruined?”” ” 

“””Oh … That’s true …”” Zhao Yu nodded.””So, you really didn’t arrange for the female assassin. Then … 

Who is this female assassin?”” ” 

“””Hmph!”” Li liya snorted.””Are you asking me? I should be the one asking you, right? What did that 

woman do? why did she want to assassinate my father? ” 

“””You’ve caught her. Didn’t you interrogate her?”” ” 

“””Then …”” Zhao Yu asked,””why did you add this female assassin to the terms of the negotiation?”” ” 

“””Nonsense!”” Li liya flicked the cigarette ash and said,””we asked you to send this woman here 

because we wanted to ask her clearly. We are also very curious about where she came from. ” 

“””At first, we weren’t sure why that female assassin had to stab me!”” Li liya said excitedly,””we even 

thought that she was coming for me!”” ” 

“””Alright then!”” Zhao Yu believed li liya’s words and said,””that woman is an orphan from an island 

village in Indonesia. She said that your father used poisonous gas to clean up their village, but lied to the 

public that it was a plague. In fact, you were trying to plant drugs on the island …”” ” 

“””Oh … I see …”” Li liya swallowed and said,””West mellans Island, not because of the drug, but 

because of a rare mineral, manganese metal …”” ” 

“””That … That mastermind was not my father, but londee. The one who did it was the Yaksha …”” ” 

Oh … 

“Zhao Yu nodded slightly. In fact, the female assassin, hai ya, had already told him the reason for their 

massacre, which was to plant the drug. Zhao Yu had just wanted to test li liya. ” 

“It seemed that the female assassin, haya, was not lying. ” 

“””At that time …”” Li liya said clearly,””I had not yet participated in my father’s business. I only heard 

him talk about it later. ” 

“””But … To think … To think that there would be a fish that slipped through the net! This isn’t the 

Yaksha’s style! Furthermore, this fish that escaped the net had turned into an assassin and returned for 

revenge … ” 

“””Phew …”” She sighed heavily.””It can really be written into a script!”” ” 

“””Okay,”” Zhao Yu said.””Now that we know that the female assassin was also an accident, let’s 

continue our previous topic! ” 

“””Tell me about your operation in the multi-millionaire’s building!”” ” 



“””Good, good …”” Then, li liya looked at Zhao Yu, her eyes shining with a strange light. She said,””for 

many years, I always thought that Yakshas were the scariest people in the world, but now I finally 

understand that they are not! ” 

“””The scariest person,”” she looked straight at Zhao Yu and said,””is standing right in front of my 

Qianqian!”” ” 

 

Chapter 2319: Chapter 2315-my value 

 

“””Did you know?”” Li liya said with fear on her face,””we didn’t have a backup plan at all in the green 

forest bar! ” 

“””We believe that as long as you are hit by the smoke bomb and the anesthetic needle, you will be 

captured obediently. There is no need to make it so complicated! ” 

“””But … We didn’t expect that the smoke bomb and anesthesia didn’t work on you,”” li liya said 

helplessly.””You made a mess of the scene. If it wasn’t for my quick-witted idea, I would have let them 

use Li Qian and me as hostages to threaten you!”” ” 

“””I don’t know what will happen then! ” 

“””It’s because of you …”” Li liya sighed, put out the second cigarette, and said,””our plan didn’t go 

smoothly from the beginning. This has never happened in our previous operations!”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Zhao Yu smiled faintly, taking li liya’s words as a compliment. ” 

“””Do you guys have some kind of high-tech biological weapon that makes you immune to all poisons?”” 

Then, li liya asked,””also, what exactly happened in the Presidential Suite? ” 

“””Why is there suddenly no signal? Why was there a sudden power outage? ” 

“””I saw … Your face …”” He said. ” 

“””Shh …”” Zhao Yu quickly interrupted li liya and requested,””I asked you to confess the case, not to ask 

any questions! You’d better explain your situation clearly first!”” ” 

“””You … What else do you want to know?”” Li liya said,””did I not make myself clear? You’re right, the 

manager of the green forest bar is indeed my man! ” 

“””Otherwise, we wouldn’t have chosen to take action there … ” 

“””Then, we went to the Presidential Suite together,”” li liya said.””And then the scene you experienced 

happened. ” 

“””Our original plan was to use you to threaten your boss. As for whether they would give us Xi Wei’s 

information or not, whether they would hand over the female assassin and Xi Wei’s daughter, it doesn’t 

matter! ” 



“””The Dragon King’s plan is to strike while the iron is hot. First, he’ll kill my father with one shot. Then, 

while you’re still in a daze, he’ll force you to tell him about Xi Wei’s treasure and londee’s death … ” 

“””Then, as long as you’re done talking, we’ll make our move. We’ll shoot you to death first, then 

release the virus into the building through the ventilation system … ” 

“””At that time, they will shut down two-thirds of the building’s ventilation system and let the largest 

amount of virus blow into the banquet hall to make sure that the target we want to kill dies there 

among the many guests, so that it won’t arouse the police’s suspicion! ” 

“””In the Presidential Suite, I’ll put on a good escape show. I’ll use the gas mask I prepared in advance to 

escape with Li Qian …”” ” 

“””The Dragon King and the others will kill those security guards and make them scapegoats. Then, they 

will leave safely through the secret passage of the multi-millionaire’s building … ” 

“””After the incident, the police would definitely suspect my father, but he’s dead and we’re in a foreign 

country. Even if you had information on Xi Wei, you wouldn’t have a better way to convict my father! ” 

“””Besides, there’s Li Qian’s confession. And I will be completely rid of suspicion, inherit my father’s 

business, and continue to work with the successor … ” 

“””Detective Zhao, this is the whole story of the multi-millionaire’s building,”” li liya said.””Next, can we 

talk about my personal protection?”” ” 

“””If you agree to my request, I will tell you the target my father wants to kill …”” ” 

“””Oh, really?”” Zhao Yu squinted his eyes.””Don’t you think that these people are already dead? it 

doesn’t matter whether we investigate or not. You want to use this bit of information in exchange for 

your own self-protection … It doesn’t seem like your style, right?”” ” 

“””Yes, you’re right!”” Li liya’s expression suddenly changed. Her face was gloomy and her eyes were 

sharp.””All these years, we have indeed been angry at our boss but did not dare to speak out. However, 

this does not mean that we don’t have our own thoughts!”” ” 

Oh? 

“As soon as he said that, Zhao Yu instinctively smelled something. ” 

“Since li liya had said that, it meant that she must have important information about londee or Xiwei 

group in her hands! ” 

“””All these years … We’ve been secretly investigating some things,”” li liya said.””Whether it’s londee 

or Xi Wei, we’re not their only partners. My father is just the leader of the Southeast Asian region. There 

are still many other regions …”” ” 

“””So …”” Zhao Yu asked,””you know the information about the helmsmen of the other regions?”” ” 

“””And …”” Li liya continued,””although Yakshas are scary, I still know some information about them, 

including a few strongholds … ” 



“””Detective Zhao,”” li liya said mysteriously,””as far as I know, the Dragon King is just one of the leaders 

of the Yakshas. I feel that the Dragon King, like me, should only be responsible for the affairs of 

Southeast Asia! ” 

“””If you kill their people now, neither the inheritor nor the Yaksha will let you go! ” 

“””If … The information I provide can help you make the first move, then … Do you think my information 

is valuable?”” ” 

“””Mm …”” Zhao Yu thought about it. Indeed, if he could get information about these Yakshas, he could 

indeed turn from passive to active. ” 

“””And …”” Li liya continued,””after all, I’ve been working with them for so many years, and I still know a 

lot about their secrets. These secrets are also valuable! ” 

“””How is it, detective Zhao?”” Li liya asked,””in that case, can you help me submit the application?”” ” 

“””Okay, okay …”” Zhao Yu nodded and said,””I can help you submit the application, but it’s not up to 

me to decide whether the higher-ups will agree to it or not!”” ” 

“””Sigh, I can see it too,”” li liya said.””In the whole world, I’m afraid only you can protect me! ” 

“””If this was any other place, I wouldn’t have said anything! ” 

“””Just like Xi Wei’s daughter who’s in jail in United Kingdom. Londee only spent a bit of money and put 

a bit of pressure on them, and they obediently sent her over!”” ” 

“””It seems that you’re quite well-informed!”” Zhao Yu smiled slightly, while his mind was quickly 

thinking about how to deal with li liya’s matter. ” 

“””I’ve always thought that the only reason you were able to force Xi Wei to his death on the island of 

wondrous traces and save londee from the house of evil was because you were too lucky! “”Only now 

do I understand,”” li liya said mysteriously,””that you didn’t rely entirely on luck! ” 

“””You’re a … Man that’s completely beyond my imagination. You’re … My idol!”” ” 

“Zhao Yu could tell that li liya was implying that she was suspicious of his amazing performance in the 

multi-millionaire’s building, and wanted to know the reason. ” 

“But Zhao Yu didn’t want to say more, so he didn’t answer, but clapped his hands hard to inform the 

agents outside to come in. ” 

“When the agents heard Zhao Yu’s signal, they immediately pushed the door open and walked towards 

li liya in handcuffs. ” 

“””Oh … Right …”” ” 

“Just as Zhao Yu reached the door, li liya spoke again. ” 

“””Detective Zhao, there’s a piece of news that I forgot to tell you!”” Li liya said,””you must not know, 

but that person is still alive, right?”” ” 

“””What?”” Zhao Yu turned around and asked,””who is it?”” ” 



“””He’s your godson’s biological father!”” Li liya smiled slyly.””The king of special agents, li Bencheng, is 

still alive. If you want to know the details, then help me apply as soon as possible and meet my 

conditions!!”” ” 

 

Chapter 2320: Never-before-seen shamelessness 

 

“Ten minutes later, in an office in the hospital. ” 

“””It can’t be?”” Zhao Yu was surprised to see his mother-in-law with a bandage on her arm.””You’re so 

dedicated to your work. Why don’t you take a good rest?”” Your injuries … Are they alright?”” ” 

“””Zhao Yu, I’ve really underestimated you …”” Xu Qin’s face was pale, but her aura was still strong.””I 

heard from Ding Lan that your spear skills are only average! ” 

“””But you didn’t even hesitate to fire those two shots!”” ” 

“””Hehe,”” Zhao Yu laughed,””it’s not that I didn’t hesitate at all, I should say, I didn’t hesitate at all! It 

was the so-called “”the skilled are bold””! ” 

“””Mother-in-law … Um …”” Feeling that the situation was a little inappropriate, Zhao Yu quickly 

changed his tune and said,””officer Xu, please don’t spread rumors. In fact, my terrible marksmanship in 

the past was more than stupid. It was all just a disguise! ” 

“””Actually, I’m a genius sharpshooter. Otherwise, I wouldn’t have been able to deal with such a 

powerful Yaksha all by myself, right? ” 

“””Don’t worry,”” Zhao Yu said.””My first shot was aimed at the guy’s thigh. Even if I missed and hit your 

thigh, it wouldn’t be too serious! Hehe …”” ” 

“””Your mouth … Oh no… Your conduct is something I’ve never seen before, never before …”” Xu Qin’s 

forehead was filled with black lines. After shaking her head helplessly a few times, she changed the topic 

and said,””but I have to say, regarding li liya’s matter, you did … You did very well!”” ” 

Xu Qin’s words were clearly said through gritted teeth. It looked like she was lying. 

“””I know, you guys have a listening device in li liya’s bedroom,”” Zhao Yu said.””So, you already know 

about the things that li liya told you?”” ” 

“””Yes.”” Xu Qin nodded slightly, then gestured to the bandage on her arm and said,””but I didn’t hear 

the whole thing about the housekeeper. Who is she?”” Did you ask li liya?”” ” 

“””I did,”” Zhao Yu replied.””But she didn’t say! The identity of the housekeeper was also a bargaining 

chip! ” 

“””But …”” Zhao Yu said,””since we have captured the housekeeper alive, we can ignore this point. 

Later, we can ask her ourselves!”” ” 



“””That woman has extraordinary skills,”” Xu Qin said.””I feel that she’s not li liya’s subordinate. It’s 

possible that … She’s sent by Yaksha or londee’s successor to monitor li liya!”” ” 

“””There are surveillance cameras in the corridor,”” Zhao Yu said.””You’d better send someone to watch 

the replay. Li liya and the housekeeper exchanged information by tapping on their arms. Let’s see if our 

experts can crack their secret code!”” ” 

“””Yes …”” Xu Qin nodded.””I’ve already done that!”” ” 

“As they were talking, Ding Lan pushed the door open and entered.””””Godmother … Um … Senior 

officer Xu, are you alright?”” ” 

It seemed that Ding Lan had already found out what had happened and had rushed over to Xu Qin. 

“””I’m fine, I’m fine. It’s just a small injury!”” Xu Qin waved her hand. ” 

“””Hahaha, it’s all thanks to my brave son-in-law!”” Zhao Yu patted Ding Lan’s shoulder.””Sister LAN, 

you’re not right. Why did you say I’m bad at shooting?”” ” 

“””You?”” Ding Lan was a little confused.””When did I say you’re bad at shooting?”” ” 

“””Your shamelessness …”” Xu Qin covered her face.””I’ve never seen it before, never seen it before … I 

think it’s more appropriate for me to praise you here, right?”” Why are you praising yourself?”” ” 

“””Hahaha …”” Seeing that Xu Qin was fine, Ding Lan began to relax.””This is brother-in-law’s Secret 

technique. No one can learn it!”” ” 

“””Don’t say that, I’m very humble!”” Zhao Yu panted and asked seriously,””sister LAN, have you 

forgotten how accurate my marksmanship was at the house of sins?”” ” 

“””Alright, let’s not talk about marksmanship or shame.”” Xu Qin waved her hand and said,””let’s get 

down to business!”” ” 

“””Sister LAN …”” Ding Lan pouted and glanced at Zhao Yu.””Let’s not talk about the nicknames 

anymore, okay?”” ” 

“””Okay, okay, okay …”” Zhao Yu immediately became serious again and asked Xu Qin,””so … Regarding 

this woman’s condition, how do you think we should deal with it?”” ” 

“””Phew …”” Xu Qin heaved a heavy sigh.””The situation … Is really not looking good!”” I’ve been doing 

counter-terrorism for so many years, and even the hardships of this job. ” 

“””I’m out in the open while the enemy is in the dark. Sometimes, it’s impossible to guard against them, 

especially … When facing an opponent like the Yaksha. ” 

“””Maybe …”” Xu Qin looked at Zhao Yu and said worriedly,””li liya is not exaggerating. You killed so 

many of their people, so they will definitely come for you!”” ” 

“””I think … We need to send more people to your family!”” ” 

“””Okay, I agree,”” Zhao Yu said.””My family is your in-law, hahaha …”” ” 



“””Looks like …”” Xu Qin said,””we have no choice but to make a deal with this woman. We can only be 

prepared if we have information on the enemy.”” ” 

“””How about …”” Zhao Yu suggested.””I set a trap and use li liya as a bait?”” The Yakshas will definitely 

kill li liya if they know that she’s out!”” ” 

“””No, we can’t …”” Xu Qin said.””We won’t do such a despicable thing. Since we’ve agreed to make a 

deal with li liya, we have to keep our word!”” ” 

“””Otherwise, no one would be willing to work with us if we encounter similar incidents in the future 

…”” ” 

“””That’s right,”” Ding Lan agreed.””Besides, using li liya as bait will not solve the root of the problem 

even if the enemy is fooled!”” ” 

“””In my opinion,”” ding lanyan said,””we have to put in some effort on the successor!”” ” 

“””Right, sister LAN is absolutely right!”” Zhao Yu agreed,””as the saying goes, one should not be afraid 

of a thief stealing, but one should be afraid of a thief thinking about it. If we don’t even know who the 

successor is, then we have lost this secret war from the start!”” ” 

“””Then …”” Xu Qin’s eyes lit up.””Zhao Yu, do you have an idea?”” ” 

“””Of course……No!”” Zhao Yu took a deep breath, almost causing his mother-in-law to fall to the 

ground. ” 

“””I think,”” Zhao Yu said,””we can talk to li liya bit by bit, let’s drag her out first! He should have made 

her anxious first … ” 

“””Don’t forget that the Li family is a big family. Li liya must be worried that the successor or the Yaksha 

will seek revenge on her family! ” 

“””Since she agreed to let the enemy kill her father, it means that she cares about her family,”” Zhao Yu 

said.””Let’s take advantage of this and have a good talk with her!”” ” 

“””Phew …”” Not only did Xu Qin let out a heavy breath, but she also wiped away her sweat.””Zhao Yu, 

I’ve never seen you so despicable …”” ” 

“””You should really consider joining our anti-fear group. I think … You definitely have a bright future 

…”” ” 

“””Yeah,”” Ding Lan said,””I feel like … Li liya isn’t as simple as she looks. We can’t just agree to her 

request so easily!”” ” 

“””Yes, when you catch a Toad, you’ll have to take out the blood tofu,”” Zhao Yu said.””Even if you 

agree to her in the end, you have to make her shake off all the goods in her stomach!”” ” 

“””Scary, scary …”” Xu Qin’s expression changed as she nodded.””I finally understand why li liya said 

that Zhao Yu was the scariest person she had ever met!”” ” 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 


